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Abstract. We consider the degenerate parabolic operator L[u] = yB[u] —

u, on a domain D = ß X (0, T] where B[u] = 2y_ x(a¡j(x)uJ^ and y is an

arbitrary complex number. Classically, y = 1 and the real-valued matrix

(ay) is positive definite. We assume (a^) is a real-valued symmetric matrix

but not necessarily definite. We prove that any complex-valued function u

which satisfies the inequality \L[u]\ < c|k| for some nonnegative constant c

and vanishes initially as well as on the boundary of Q must vanish on all of

D. The theorem is particularly useful in studying uniqueness for many

systems which are not parabolic.

1. Introduction. We consider the differential operator

(1.1) L = yB-d/dt,

where y is a complex number, and

(1-2) B[u] = 2 K(*K)V
'7-1

in which the real-valued matrix (a¡j(x)) defined on a domain Q is assumed to

be symmetric but not necessarily definite. We are using subscripts to denote

differentiation.

A unique continuation theorem is established for the differential inequality

(1-3) |¿["]|2< c\u\2

where c is a nonnegative constant. Such results are useful in the study of

uniqueness for systems of equations of the form (See [1].)

(1.4) u," - 2   2 (ajj(x)e>">u>x)  + fm(x, t, u)
/-liV-1

for \ < m < N. In the event that the constant matrix (elm) has complex

eigenvalues, classical results are not applicable to the system (1.4).

The problem of unique continuation for linear parabolic equations was

considered by Lees and Protter [4] who generalized the results of several

authors by considering differential inequalities of the form

(1.5) (LM)2<cy-V+c22 KJ2
m-\
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in which it was assumed that y = 1 in (1.1) and that the matrix (a¡f) be time

dependent and satisfy the usual parabolicity condition of being positive

definite.

We consider complex-valued functions u(xx, . . . , xn,t) which satisfy (1.3)

and which vanish initially as well as on the boundary of ti. The proofs require

considerably sharper integral estimates than those used by Lees and Protter

[4] although the methods of the proofs are essentially the same.

2. The main results. Let D = ti X (0, T] where ti is a bounded open

connected set in real n-dimensional Euclidean space, R", with a sufficiently

smooth boundary (dti) to ensure the validity of integration by parts.

We shall say that the differential operator L defined in (1.1) and (1.2)

satisfies condition (G) if the real-valued symmetric matrix (atJ) is continuous

on ti with continuous bounded first order derivatives on ti. The usual

parabolicity condition that the matrix (a¡) be (positive) definite is not

required here. We shall use the notation

(2.1) (v, w) = \ v(x, t)w(x, t)dx dt,
JD

(2.2) ||t>||-(c,u),/2.

We let P be the set of complex-valued functions v such that v is continuous

on D, the second partial derivatives of v in x are continuous and square

integrable on D, and the first partial derivatives of v, in x are continuous and

square integrable on D. We let P be the set of funtions in P which vanish on

the boundary of D. Finally we let X(t) = t + tj where tj is any fixed positive

number.

Before proving the main result of the paper, we need two preliminary

lemmas.

Lemma 1. // the operator L satisfies condition (G), u E P, k is any positive

integer and z(x, t) = [a(í)]_A:«(x, t), then

(2.3) ||y/3[z]||2+||z,||2 + A:2||X-'z||2 > 2Kc(yB[z], z, + kX-'z).

Proof. We let ü = Re(z), w = Im(z), a = Re(y) and ß = Im(y). We now

obtain

(2.4) Re(v*[4 **) = «(*[»]. vt) + a(B[w], w,)

+ ß(B[v],Wl)-ß(B[w],v,).

However, in view of the symmetry of (a¡f), we have

n

{b[v],v,) = - 2 Kvs)
(2.5)

= -2   f[av/2][vxvxydxdt = 0.
iJ=\JD

Similarly, we get
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(2.6) (B[w],w,) = 0.

Equation (2.4) combined with (2.5) and (2.6) yields

(2.7) Rc(yB[z], z,) = ß(B[v], wt) - ß(B[w], vt).

We also have

Re(y5[z], kX~xz) = a(B[v], kX~lv) + a(B[w], kX~lw)

+ ß(B[v], kX~lw) - ß(B[w], k\~lv).

Since fi is a symmetric operator, the last two terms in (2.8) add to zero. Thus

(2.8) becomes

(2.9) Re(yfi[z], kX~lz) = a(B[v], k\~lv) + a(B[w], kX~lw).

With the use of (2.7) and (2.9), we get

¡YfifzJlf+llz^-t-lia-'zll2- 2Re(vfi[z],z, + kX~lz)

= (a2 + ß2)\\B[z]\\2+\\zt\\2+\lkX-xz\\2

-2ß(B[v], w,) + 2ß(B[w], v,) - 2a(B[v], kX^v)

- 2a(B[w],kX~lw)

(2.10) =a2\\B[v]\\2-2a(B[v],kX-lv)+\\kX-lvf

+ ß2\\B[v]\\2-2ß(B[v],wl)+\\wt\\2

+ a2\\B[w](- 2a(B[w], kX~lw) +||A:X-1w||2

+ ß2\\B[w]\f+2ß(B[w],v,)+\\vl\\2

= \\aB[v] - k\-lv\\2 + \\ßB[v] - Wj\\2

+ \\aB[w] - kX'^f+WßBlw] + v,f.

Since the last term in (2.10) is nonnegative, this completes the proof.

Lemma 2. // the operator L satisfies condition (G), u E P, and k is any

positive integer, then

(2.11). ||A-*L[M]||2> *||A-*-'M||2.

Proof. Let z(x, t) = [X(t)yku(x, t). Then z G P and L[u] = L[Xkz] =

yXkB[z] - Xkz, - kXk~lz. This identity yields

\\\-kL[u](-\\yB[z]-zt-k\-lz\\2

(2.12) =||yjB[z]||2 + 1|Z(||^+A:2||x-.z||2

- 2Re(Yfi[z], z, + kX~lz) + 2Ke(kX'lz, z).

However, the last term in (2.12) may be written as
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(2.13)
2Re(/U-'z, zt) = kfx~l[\z\2]i dx dt = Ä:jV2|z|2rfx dt

= ^||X-z||2=/c||A-*-1M||

Combining (2.12) and (2.13), we have

(2 14)    llX"*L[tt]H2" W"'"«2

= ||y5[z]||2+||z,||2+||A:X-1z||2- 2Re(y7i[z], z, + kX~xz).

From Lemma 1, we know that the right-hand side of equation (2.14) is

nonnegative and this completes the proof.

Theorem. Suppose u E P, the operator L satisfies condition (G), and

\L[u]\2 < c\u\2,        (x,t)ED,

(2.15) u(x, 0) = 0,        x G ti,

u(s,t) = 0,        (j,í)E3Bx[0,r].

Then u(x, t) = Ofor all (x, t) E D.

Proof. Suppose f, E (0, T). We wish to show u(x, t) = 0 for all t E [0, tt ],

x G Í2. For this purpose choose 0 < f, < t2 < t3 < T. Let f be a real-valued

infinitely differentiable function defined on [0, T] such that £(0=1 for

t E [0, t2], £(0 = 0 for / G [í3, F], and 0 < £(f) < 1 for í G [/2, t3l Now set

£>(*> 0 = $(t)u(x, t) and observe that v E P. With the use of elementary

methods and Lemma 2, we have

(h + vV2k (" [ \L[v]\2dx dt > f" f X-2k\L[v]fdx dt

= \\X-kL[v]\\2- f2 [x-2k\L[v]\2dx dt

(2.16) > jfc||A-*-'t;||2- c f'2 fx-2k\v\2dx dt
Jo -1st

> k f'2 fx-2k-2\v\2dx dt - or2 f2 fx-2k-2\v\2dx dt
Jo  JSi Jo JSi

= (k- a]-2)¡h(x-2k-2\v\2dxdt.

For k > er)-2, we obtain

(k-cr1-2)íllfx-2k-2\v\2dxdt

(2.17) J° Jq

>(k-cn-2)(tx + v)-2k-2[',f\v\2dxdt.
Jo Jst

Combining (2.16) and (2.17) and simplifying, we get
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[r,2/(v2k - c)][(tx + V)/(t2 + V)]2kfhf\L[v]\2dxdt

(2.18) "   °

>{h + n)~2 f' f\v\2dx dt.
•>o Ja

Since tx < t2, the left-hand side of (2.18) approaches zero as k —> oo and this

implies the right-hand side is zero since it is independent of k. This completes

the proof.
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